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Abstract

Intelligent Language Tutoring Systems (ILTS)
are one possible means of addressing this problem. For form-focused feedback, ILTS have traditionally relied on online processing of learner language (Heift and Schulze, 2007; Meurers, 2012).
They model ill-formed variation either explicitly
via so-called mal-rules (e.g., Schneider and McCoy 1998) or by allowing for violations in the language system using a constraint relaxation mechanism (e.g., L’Haire and Faltin 2003).
One problem with such approaches is that they
do not take into account what the learner was trying to do with the language they wrote, e.g., which
task or exercise they were trying to complete. Yet
the potential well-formed and ill-formed variability exhibited by learner language can lead to vast
search spaces so that integrating top-down, task
information is particularly relevant for obtaining
valid interpretations of learner language (Meurers, 2015; Meurers and Dickinson, 2017). Given
that incorrect feedback is highly problematic for
language learners, ensuring valid interpretations is
particularly important. Combining the bottom-up
analysis of learner data with top-down expectations, such as those that can be derived from an
exercise being completed, can also be relevant for
obtaining efficient processing.
In this paper, we present an approach that
pursues this idea of integrating task-based information into the analysis of learner language by
combining offline hypothesis generation based on
the exercise with online answer analysis in order
to provide immediate and reliable form-focused
feedback. Basing our approach on curricular demands and the exercise properties resulting from
these demands, we generate the space of wellformed and ill-formed variability expected of the
learner answers, using the well-formed target answers provided for the exercises as a starting point.
We thus avoid the problems introduced by directly

While immediate feedback on learner language is often discussed in the Second Language Acquisition literature (e.g., Mackey
2006), few systems used in real-life educational settings provide helpful, metalinguistic
feedback to learners.
In this paper, we present a novel approach
leveraging task information to generate the expected range of well-formed and ill-formed
variability in learner answers along with the
required diagnosis and feedback. We combine
this offline generation approach with an online
component that matches the actual student answers against the pre-computed hypotheses.
The results obtained for a set of 33 thousand
answers of 7th grade German high school students learning English show that the approach
successfully covers frequent answer patterns.
At the same time, paraphrases and meaning
errors require a more flexible alignment approach, for which we are planning to complement the method with the CoMiC approach
successfully used for the analysis of reading
comprehension answers (Meurers et al., 2011).

1

Introduction

In Second Language Acquisition research and
Foreign Language Teaching and Learning practice, the importance of individualized, immediate
feedback on learner production for learner proficiency development has long been emphasized
(e.g., Mackey 2006). In the classroom, the teacher
is generally the only source of reliable, accurate
feedback available to students, which poses a wellknown practical problem: in a class of 30 students,
with substantial individual differences warranting
individual feedback to students, it is highly challenging for a teacher to provide feedback in class
or, in a timely fashion, on homework.
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and obtain immediate feedback from the system.
However, while for certain phenomena the feedback is quite explicit and accurate (Settles and
Meeder, 2016, p. 1849), cases such as the one in
Figure 1 are not handled appropriately.

analyzing potentially ill-formed learner language.
Since generation is done ahead of time, before
learners actually interact with the system, we also
avoid the performance bottleneck associated with
creating and exploring the full search space at run
time. The resulting system can be precise and fast
in providing feedback on the grammar concepts in
a curriculum underlying a given set of exercises.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses relevant related work before section 3
introduces our system and section 4 provides an
overview on the data we elicit. In section 5,
we dive into the feedback architecture and explain both the offline and online component of the
mechanism in detail. Section 6 then provides both
a quantitative and a qualitative evaluation before
section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Figure 1: Problematic feedback in duolingo

The learner used the -ing-form of the verb to
remember in place of the simple present. Instead
of identifying the form and recognizing that the
lemma is the same as that in the expected answer, duolingo responds with ‘You used the wrong
word’, which is misleading the learner to select another word. For more appropriate feedback, more
metalinguistic information about the identified and
the expected form would be needed. However,
manually specifying such information quickly becomes infeasible even for relatively closed task
types, as shown by Nagata (2009, p. 563) in the
context of the Robo-Sensei system.
Laarmann-Quante (2016) proposes an approach
for the diagnosis of spelling errors in the writing
of German children that was independently developed but is conceptually similar to the perspective
we pursue in this paper. Instead of attempting to
process the erroneous forms directly, LaarmannQuante obtains phonological analyses for correct
spellings and uses rewrite rules that emulate typical misspellings to derive alternatives that can then
be matched against actual input. However, the approach is limited to spelling errors and relies heavily on a model of German orthography. It does not
target other linguistic levels of analysis, such as
morphology and syntax, and the potential interaction of well-formed and ill-formed variability at
the sentence level.

Related Work

Intelligent Language Tutoring Systems (ILTS)
proposed in the literature range from highly ambitious conversation machines (e.g., DeSmedt 1995)
to more modest workbook-like approaches (e.g.,
Heift 2003; Nagata 2002; Amaral and Meurers
2011). However, as discussed by Heift and
Schulze (2007), the vast majority of the systems
are research prototypes that have never seen reallife testing or use. We therefore limit our discussion here primarily to practical systems that are in
use for foreign language learning.
In the domain of general-purpose tools, there
are a number of writing aids and grammar checkers available, such as Grammarly
(http://grammarly.com) and LanguageTool (http:
//languagetool.org). They offer grammar and
spelling error correction for arbitrary English text
and are intended to assist (non-native) writers of
English in composing texts. Such general-purpose
systems do not have any information on what the
writer is trying to accomplish with the text. As a
result, while local grammatical problems such as
subject-verb agreement are well-within reach for
such tools, the identification of contextually inappropriate forms, such as wrong tense use in a narrative, require task information.
One step further in the direction of taskbased language learning, one finds tools such as
duolingo (von Ahn, 2013). duolingo offers exercises for learners of various languages, mainly
based on translation into or from the target language. Learners can input free-text answers

3

The Tutoring System

The feedback mechanism discussed in this article is implemented as part of a web-based online workbook FeedBook (Rudzewitz et al., 2017;
Meurers et al., 2018). The foreign language tutor128

missions of complete exercises by 538 7th grade
students from whom we received written permission to use their data in pseudonymized form for
research.
From the total of 234 tasks implemented in the
system, in the current system version 111 provide the immediate feedback that is introduced
and evaluated in this paper. The feedback-enabled
tasks include 64 short answer tasks (usually one
sentence as input) and 47 fill-in-the-blanks tasks
(usually one word to one phrase as input).
The frequency distribution in Figure 2 shows
the number of submissions (y-axis) per task in
the system, ranked from most frequent to least
frequent (x-axis). Blue bars denote that the task
provides immediate feedback, and yellow bars indicate that the system does not provide any automatic feedback (these are the tasks where the
teacher can manually provide feedback through
the system). The figure shows a tendency that
more submissions exist for tasks that provide immediate feedback: out of the top 50 most worked
on tasks, 36 of them (72%) provide immediate
feedback. These 36 tasks are balanced between
17 fill-in-the-blanks and 19 short answer tasks.
Each submission for a feedback-enabled task
provides an interaction log that stores intermediate answers and the feedback that the system provided to each answer. In section 6, we use these
intermediate answers in an evaluation of the feedback approach, after introducing the architecture
in the next section.

ing system is an adaptation of a paper workbook
for a 7th grade English textbook approved for use
in German high schools. The FeedBook provides
an interface for students to select and work on exercises. For exercises that aim at teaching grammar topics, students receive automatic, immediate
feedback by the system informing them whether
their answer is correct (via a green check mark)
or why their answer is incorrect (via red color,
highlighting of the error span, and a metalinguistic
feedback message). The message is formulated as
scaffolding feedback, intended to guide the learner
towards the solution, without giving it away. The
process of entering an answer and receiving feedback can be repeated, incrementally leading the
student to the correct answer. If there are multiple
errors in a learner response, the system presents
the feedback one at a time.
Students can save and resume work, interact
with the system to receive automatic feedback and
revise their answers, and eventually submit their
final solutions to the teacher. In case the answers
are all correct in a selected exercise, the system
grades the submission automatically, requiring no
work by the teacher. For those answers that are
not correct with respect to a given target answer,
the teacher can manually annotate the with feedback parallel to the traditional process with a paper workbook. Any such manual feedback is saved
in a feedback memory and suggested automatically to the teacher in case the form occurs in another learner response to this exercise. The system provides students with immediate feedback in
circumstances where they would normally not receive it, or only after long delay needed for collecting and manually marking up homework assignments, while at the same time relieving teachers from very repetitive and time-consuming work.
The exercises are embedded in a full web application with a messaging system for communication,
a profile management including e-mail settings,
tutorials for using the system, classroom management, and various functions orthogonal to the
NLP-related issues (cf. Rudzewitz et al., 2017).

4

5

Feedback Architecture

In this section, we describe the feedback mechanism implemented as part of the tutoring system.
The main idea behind our approach is that identifying the well-formed and ill-formed variability of
possible learner answers elicited by different tasks
is the key to providing precise feedback. Our feedback mechanism thus relies on well-formed target answers available for each task and generates
hypothesis about possible learner answers on the
basis of these target answers. This is a key difference to the use of traditional mal-rules, which
operate on learner language and thus need to analyze the potentially ill-formed interlanguage of
students: instead of trying to model learner language, we start from the standard, native language,
for which most computational linguistic models
have been developed.

Elicited Data

The FeedBook system is being used since October
2016 in several German secondary schools as part
of the regular 7th grade English curriculum. The
data analysis discussed here is based on a March
2018 snapshot of the data. We collected 6341 sub129
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Figure 2: Frequency of submissions per task (blue = immediate feedback support, yellow = no automatic feedback).

The architecture allowing the system to provide
immediate feedback consists of two parts: an offline generation process of hypotheses modelling
possible well-formed and ill-formed learner answers, and an online matching process that takes
the generated hypotheses and matches them in a
flexible manner with learner data.
5.1

around the UIMA annotators, we ensure flexibility
and interchangeability of the specific implementations of the NLP tools.
On the CAS representation of the analyses, we
run 40 custom UIMA annotators to explicitly annotate further linguistic properties such as complex tenses or irregular comparative forms. The
annotators and the subsequently applied rules described below are designed to cover all grammar
topics in the 7th grade English curriculum.
The CAS is then used as input to rules that
introduce changes modeling the space of wellformed and ill-formed variability. Some rules introduce changes that yield grammatical forms that
are not appropriate in this task context, for example changing the tense of verbs. Other rules generate forms that are never grammatical in any context, such as a regular past tense inflection applied
to the lemma of an irregular verb.
When introducing a change, the current CAS is
first cloned to yield a deep copy. Then this clone is
edited by changing the source text and all linguistic analysis layers that refer to the source text. Furthermore a diagnosis denoting both the type and
span of the change introduced as well as the category of the original form is added. The diagnosis thus makes it possible to see what change has
been introduced related to which part of the data.
If a previous diagnosis was present, it is put into a
history list and replaced by the new diagnosis.
For rules generating well-formed alternatives,
such as tense changes or contraction expansions,
we run the NLP tools used for analyzing the initial CAS on the modified clone and then keep the
annotations inside the span that has changed in
the rule application. For ill-formed alternatives,

Offline Hypothesis Generation

The automatic hypothesis generation mechanism
works in three steps: i) linguistically analyzing the
target answer of an exercise, ii) applying rules to
generate alternative forms, and iii) storing the generated forms together with an error diagnosis. In
the following, these steps are explained in detail.
As a first step, each target answer of an exercise
is analyzed with the help of different NLP tools in
order to build a rich linguistic representation as a
basis for all further analyses. Table 1 shows the
tools employed for analysis.
task
segmentation
part-of-speech tagging
dependency parsing
lemmatization
morphological analysis

tool
ClearNLP
(Choi and Palmer, 2012)
ClearNLP
ClearNLP
Morpha
(Minnen et al., 2001)
Sfst (Schmid, 2005)

Table 1: NLP tasks and tools

The analyses are encoded in a UIMA Common
Analysis Structure (CAS, Götz and Suhre, 2004).
A CAS is a source text with multiple layers of
annotations, such as a token annotation layer or
a dependency-tree annotation layer. By using a
DKPro wrapper (de Castilho and Gurevych, 2014)
130

we manually encode the linguistic analyses of the
changed forms. In any case, the result is a minimally modified clone with an updated, full linguistic analysis. This input-output symmetry makes it
possible to apply rules to the output of other rules.
This is necessary when chains of rules need to be
applied, such as first changing the tense and then
altering the verbal morphology of this tense’s realization. Each rule is self-contained in that it encodes the conditions under which it applies and the
complete logic of the changes when applied.
For the purpose of yielding only desired chains
of rule applications and to avoid cycles where two
or more rules would add and remove the same
forms repeatedly, we group rules in so-called “rule
layers”. A rule layer is a sorted set of rules that
are applied in parallel and do not influence each
other. Each of the rules in a layer that is applicable yields a minimally modified clone that serves
as input to the second layer of rules. By introducing a “self-copy rule” in each layer we ensure that
the original, unmodified target answer percolates
through all layers and each rule in a deeper layer
can be applied to the original answer as well as to
the modified clones.
The algorithm is inspired by graph search algorithms, especially breadth-first graph search
(Moore, 1959). In our case, the nodes in the network are CAS data structures with a rule application history, and the edges in the graph are instances of rule applications. An edge can only
be traversed if the conditions of applicability defined in the corresponding rule are met. We thus
restrict the search space based on task information, here: the linguistic analysis of the target answer(s). The depth of the search tree corresponds
to our rule layers. Figure 3 illustrates the process
of generating target hypotheses from a target answer by combining multiple layers of rule applications. Table 2 shows a small excerpt from the

target
answer

layer 1

layer 2

layer m

rule 1

rule 5

rule 9

hypothesis 1

rule 2

rule 6

rule 8

hypothesis 2

rule 3

rule 7

rule 10

hypothesis 3

...

...

...

...

rule i

rule j

rule n

hypothesis q

...

set of answers generated for a tense and and for
a comparative target answer. The table illustrates
that the output of any previous layer serves as input to deeper layers. Every hypothesis generated
at any layer is saved to the data base.
target
are you doing

layer 1
are you doing
were you doing
have you been doing
had you been doing
will you do
did you do
...

layer 2
are you doing
were you do
have you been do
had you been do
are you do
...

friendlier

friendlier
more friendly
friendlyer
...

friendlier
more friendlier
more friendlyer
...

layer 3
are you doing
was you do
have you been dos
had you been dos
will you dos
did you dos
are you dos
was you doing
is you dos
is you doing
...
friendlier
most friendlier
most friendlyer
friendliest
friendlyest
...

Table 2: Examples for generated answer hypotheses

5.2

From Diagnoses to Feedback Messages

To connect error diagnoses with concrete feedback, a language teacher inspected the data we
had collected during one year of system use in
schools and compiled a list of most common error types made by students with respect to five areas of grammar topics in the curriculum: tenses,
comparatives, gerunds, relative clauses, reflexive pronouns. The teacher then formulated error templates for these error types, which specify precisely what linguistic information needs to
be present and the (parameterized) feedback message to be generated. To ensure that the conditions
under which a teacher would provide a particular
feedback and the formulation of the feedback is as
close as possible to the real-life educational settings in schools, our project team includes teachers with experience teaching 7th grade English in
German high schools, who reduced their teaching
load to take on this research project.
Figure 4 shows an example template listing the
Target form:
Diagnosed form:
Side conditions:
Feedback message:

SIMPLE PAST
SIMPLE PRESENT
IF-CLAUSE
“With
conditional
clauses (type 2), we
use the simple past in
the if-clause, not the
simple present.”

Figure 4: Example error template

Figure 3: Multi-layered hypotheses generation process
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step in order to ensure comparability of student answers and target hypotheses. Given a list of hits
returned by Lucene, we compare the student input to each of the hits and use the first hypothesis
where the student answer satisfies all of the matching constraints.
Figure 6 shows an example from a task where
students need to enter the correct tenses in conditional clauses. In the example input shown, the
student left out the word more that is part of the
correct answer, and also used pronouns instead of
proper names. But since this is not relevant for the
diagnosis of the first tense error here, we can still
show feedback based on the stored generated hypothesis. Note that the second tense error, simple
present feels instead of would feel, is handled by
a subsequent feedback message once the student
submits the update answer. This is in line with
previous research on the effectiveness of feedback
showing that it is preferable to alert the student of
one problem at a time (cf., e.g., Heift 2003).

required target and diagnosed forms as well as
necessary side condition along with the resulting
feedback message.
Every error diagnosis generated by the system
as described above is associated with the most specific compatible feedback template prior to saving
a diagnosis in the data base. The system extracts
the diagnosis associated with the CAS and all its
side conditions, as, for example, signal words for
tense forms. For certain phenomena, such as tense
confusions, multiple templates exist with varying
degrees of specificity depending on the presence
of additional linguistic evidence, so that the template providing the best match with the diagnosis
can be selected.
The resulting feedback provided by the system
for a typical tense error is illustrated in Figure 5.
The learner input will feel is not correct with respect to the task context requiring present tense.
The will future form will feel was generated as one
of the target hypothesis for the correct target answer feel. The student answer in Figure 5 can thus
be matched against this generated target hypothesis and the error template associated with this form
is displayed as immediate feedback.
5.3

5.4

Individual Immediate Feedback

When students enter an answer into a field of a
feedback-enabled exercise, our system executes
the algorithm in Figure 7. Using a multi-fallback
strategy, the algorithm ensures that more complex feedback retrieval is only tried when simpler strategies (such as a direct match) have failed.
Since the student is expected to change their answer upon receiving system feedback, the approach aims at efficiently guiding the student to
the correct answer in multiple interactive steps.

Flexible Online Matching

The generate-and-retrieve approach described
above works well for relatively constrained learner
input, as it occurs for example with fill-in-theblanks tasks. However, there are also more open
form-oriented tasks in the workbook, where learners have to enter full sentences to practice certain
forms, but the lexical material is constrained by
the task instruction. In these tasks, students often
use slight variations of our pre-computed hypotheses, but make the same systematic errors. Consider the minimal example of an agreement error,
as illustrated by the generated hypothesis he walk,
into which the learner has inserted an additional
adverb in he always walk. We tackle this issue by
allowing for partial matches of target hypotheses,
where the obligatory part of the hypothesis must
be matched, but an optional remainder can be varied. In the example, both he and walk would be
obligatory to match, whereas always is optional.
Technically, the approach is realized via information retrieval on stored target hypothesis forms.
We use Lucene (https://lucene.apache.org) for indexing and retrieval, employing the same linguistic pre-processing as in the hypothesis generation

6

Evaluation

In this section, we describe an evaluation of the
feedback currently given by our system. In a real
end-to-end evaluation of a tutoring system, the
most interesting evaluation would be to assess the
learning gains for the students. We are currently
designing a randomized controlled field study for
just such an evaluation involving several classes in
the coming school year. At this point, however, we
can at least report offline evaluation metrics calculated on the student answer data that we collected
so far. We plan to make a more comprehensive
data set available for research after having conducted the full-year intervention study.
Based on the elicited data introduced in section 4, we selected all individual student answers
from the interaction logs of tasks with active, im132

Figure 5: Feedback on tense error

Target answer (for reference):

Figure 6: Student answer including multiple errors with feedback based on a partial hypothesis match
if student input == target answer:
visualize this with green check mark
-> DONE
else:
retrieve direct hypothesis matches
if there are direct matches:
show associated feedback
else:
perform token-level Lucene query
if there are Lucene hits:
for every hypothesis:
if student answer matches criteria:
show associated feedback
else:
show default feedback

answers (6,755 distinct types) was provided as input to the feedback algorithm of Figure 7.
Note that this data set consists of the authentic learner answers entered into the system at any
stage of development. So we run the current version of the feedback algorithm on all the authentic
learner data to obtain a complete, current picture
of current system performance.
19,809 of the answers were identified as identical to the target answer after basic normalization
(upper/lower case, spaces, Unicode punctuation).

Figure 7: Feedback algorithm (simplified pseudo-code)

Since we do not have gold standard feedback
labels for the overall data set, and obtaining them
would be a time-consuming annotation task by itself, every student answer that diverges from the
target answer must be treated as potentially erroneous and in need of feedback. Note, however,
that this diverging set also includes well-formed
paraphrases, meaning errors, and form errors we
do not intend to provide specific, meta-linguistic
feedback on (e.g., spelling).

mediate feedback. However, since some of these
tasks have meaning-oriented goals (e.g., comprehension, translation), which we do not yet provide
feedback on, we excluded data from tasks where
the title clearly indicated such a goal (e.g., “Reading: . . . ”). On the other end of the spectrum, we
excluded tasks where students only need to enter
single characters as part of words.
The remaining set of 33,589 individual student
133

6.1

Quantitative Results

25.8%. This suggests that for answers with more
variation, including paraphrases and meaning errors, an approach supporting meaning assessment
rather than just the form-focused analysis of wellformed and ill-formed variability would be relevant. As a result, we are in the process of integrating the alignment-based CoMiC approach
(Meurers, Ziai, Ott, and Bailey, 2011) originally
developed for meaning assessment of answers to
reading-comprehension questions.

Table 3 summarizes the results (TA = target answer). We report both answer type counts and answer token counts. For the answers differing from
the target answer (i.e., the ones the system provided feedback on), we also report the percentage
relative to the total number of answers differing
from the target forms.
identical to TA
default feedback
specific feedback
total

# types
342
5,717
696
6,755

# tokens
19,809
10,297
3,483
33,589

6.2

74.72%
25.28%

Qualitative Analysis

Having discussed quantitative results, we now turn
to describing several illustrative cases in more detail, using the task displayed in Figure 8.
Example (1) shows a case where the system correctly identifies the systematic problem exhibited
by the learner response.

Table 3: Quantitative evaluation results

For the majority of differing answers (74.72%)
the system provides default feedback, where a diff
with the target answer is shown to the student, as
exemplified by Figure 8. As the example illustrates and we will argue in section 6.2, default
feedback does not necessarily mean the system
missed a potentially relevant error, but can also
mean that the default feedback is appropriate or
the type of task does not lend itself well to formfocused feedback.
In 25.28% of the differing answers, the system was able to give specific, meta-linguistic feedback, with well-formed and ill-formed tense variation being by far the most productive error pattern. Note that while 696 answer types with
specific feedback may seem small, they account
for roughly five times as many instances (3,483),
showing that it is well worth the effort to model
specific, typical error patterns. In comparison, the
10,297 default cases are distributed across 5,717
types, each occurring only about two times, suggesting that there is a long tail of rarely occurring
error types that one may not want to model and
provide dedicated, meta-linguistic feedback for.
To further analyze this long tail, we calculated
the edit distance between the differing answer
types and their respective target answers, and investigated the percentage of specific feedback for
different edit distance ranges. We found that for
the range below the first edit distance tertile, the
percentage was at 30.8% and thus higher than
the average 25.28%. On the other hand, for the
range above the second tertile of edit distances,
the percentage of specific feedback is only at
16.6%. The middle range is close to the average, at

(1) SA: My brother hates loseing in tennis
TA: My brother hates losing at tennis.
FB: If an infinitive ends in -e, we leave out
this -e with -ing-forms.
The learner may be unaware of the fact that
verbs ending in -e drop this suffix in the -ing form,
and since this is a systematic problem covered by
the generation mechanism described in section 5,
the system is able to inform the student about this
particular challenge to help overcome it. A longitudinal learner model recording typical errors by
a user could further support the interpretation and
scaffolding of such phenomena.
As an example for default feedback that falls
short of pointing out the nature of the learner’s error, consider (2) where ‘SA’ is the student answer,
‘TA’ is the target answer and ‘FB’ is the system’s
feedback. The purpose of the exercise in (2) and
the following examples is to practice the use of the
gerund, as demonstrated by the target answer.
(2) SA: My brother’s hating it if he lose at tennis
TA: My brother hates losing at tennis.
FB: This is not what I am expecting – please
try again
Instead of using a gerund (‘losing’) in connection with the simple present (‘hates’), the learner
uses an if-clause together with the present progressive (‘’s hating’). Additionally, there is an agreement error in the finite verb of the if-clause (‘lose’
vs. ‘loses’). While the general feedback message
is not wrong or misleading, a message about the
134

Figure 8: Default feedback example

grammar topic in the 7th grade curriculum. However, there is also a long tail of infrequent deviations from target answers that do not seem to fall
into larger categories. For these, it will be necessary to develop better fallback strategies and evaluate the subjective helpfulness ratings provided
by end users at feedback time. Since it is likely
that many of the answer deviations occur due to
meaning-related issues, our next step will be to integrate meaning error diagnosis into the system.
The availability of explicit target answers and the
need to diagnose meaning deviations or equivalences between target and student answers suggests that an alignment-based approach such as
CoMiC (Meurers et al., 2011) can be effective.
In connection with diagnosing meaning vs.
form errors, we also plan to include stronger task
modeling into the system. The more we know
about the pedagogical goals, the targeted forms,
and the range of expected variability, the better we
can top-down determine the best feedback strategy
before even analyzing a particular student answer.
Finally, we plan to include learner modeling by
taking the learners’ individual interaction histories
into account when providing feedback and for suggesting the next tasks to tackle to provide more
practice where needed.

missing gerund or the incorrect verb forms would
have been more helpful.
In (3), a learner has provided a different response to the same exercise.
(3) SA: My brother hates at tennis.
TA: My brother hates losing at tennis.
FB: This is not what I am expecting – please
try again
Since there is only one error here and it is about
the omission of a word (‘losing’), the same default
feedback that was insufficient in (2) can in fact be
helpful enough to guide the student to include a
form of the expected word. In a future version,
we plan to to include rules targeting the absence
of specific grammatical forms, which in this case
would enable a more specific message.

7

Conclusion and Outlook

We presented a novel approach to the generation
of feedback for English grammar exercises. Building on task properties, we explicitly model the
grammar topics targeted by the relevant curriculum (7th grade English) and use a multi-level generation approach to produce the expected range of
well-formed and ill-formed variation in student responses to the given tasks. The results of the offline generation process are then used at feedback
time in a flexible matching approach in order to account for additional variation in student responses.
Results suggest that the more frequent error patterns are successfully covered by the system, as
indicated by the 1:5 ratio of types vs. tokens
for which specific feedback is given. In particular, tense-related problems were often diagnosed,
which teachers identified as the most challenging
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